Will UPA return to power in the Center in 2009 General Elections?
Sri Indrajit
United Progressive Alliance (UPA) has been in power in the Center for the last five years with many
coalition partners headed by the country’s oldest political party—the Congress (I) Party. However, the
journey had not been a smooth one for UPA and it also had to face a Confidence Motion when one of their
allies—the CP(I)M pulled out from the alliance. Many people are keenly awaiting the outcome of this
election of 2009 since it will mean a lot for India’s economic progress as well due to the ongoing
recessionary phase worldwide.
A query came from one of the party workers asking “Whether UPA will return to power?” The party worker
after asking the question gave a horary number of 115 from the range of 1-249. Therefore, this question
required to be solved through Krishnamurti Paddhati. The analysis of this Prashna is provided below along
with the Prashna chart, planetary and cuspal details. The Prashna was worked out in Bhubaneswar on 23rd
March 2009 at 1:25 pm (IST) with Geocentric Latitude correction and KP Old Ayanamsa.

Late K.S. Krishnamurti originally gave the rule for election winning in Horary charts as if the 6th cuspal
sublord is a significator of 6 and 11 then there is win. But if it is the significator for 5th and 12th, then the
opponent wins. Later this rule was slightly modified to also include the 10th house along with 6th and 11th.
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The time when this question was solved, Moon-the reflector of mind for the querist, was the owner of 11th
house, occupying 5th. Moon was in the star of Mars occupying 5th but in close conjunction with the 6th cusp.
All these indicated that the query was genuine and the time of analysis was also appropriate. The chart was
casted according to Placidus House division with KP Old Ayanamsa value of 23-53-44
Firstly, we look at the 6th cusp. This is the cusp for UPA’s win. Here we find that the 6th cusp sublord is
Ketu. Ketu being node which is deceptive. So, UPA may not hesitate to undertake deceptive means to augur
it’s win. Ketu is also a node of sudden change. Tables will suddenly turn for the good or worse for UPA.
This Ketu is approaching the 11th cusp. But by being a node, it will give the results of its representations
than its own results. Ketu is aspected by Moon and Jupiter and occupied Moon sign. Moon is posited in 5th
house and Jupiter is also posited in 5th house, being a owner of 7th and 4th. The balance is titled against UPA
at the very outset. We then look at Ketu’s star and sublord. Ketu is in Saturn star, Mars sub. Saturn is
retrograde. K.S. Krishnamurti made it clear in his books an innumerable number if times that the main house
cuspal sublord’s starlord should not be retrograde in order to get favorable results. Here we see that Saturn
as the starlord of the main house cuspal sublord Ketu is retrograde indicating negative results for UPA. We
also see that this Saturn is the owner of both 5th and 6th but is posited in the 12th house indicating bad results
for UPA. Lastly, Ketu’s sublord Mars is posited in the 5th aspecting the 12th house though it is closely
conjoined with the 6th cusp. Thus, the first indication is slightly mixed in nature and no clear result can be
teased out.
Secondly we look at the cusp for success—the 11th cusp. The 11th cusp sublord is the other treacherous node
Rahu. Rahu is the planet of backroom deals. It will not be a surprise to us if UPA does not get enough
coalition members but finally ‘buys out’ other parties to make the Government. Rahu would show its true
color. Here we find that Rahu is in 4th house (political success for the opponent) and closely conjoined with
the 5th cusp (opponent’s win). Rahu represents Moon and Jupiter too and Rahu is in Moon star and own sub.
Moon, as we have seen above, is owner of 11th but posited in 5th. Thus, the effects are mixed here ruling out
a clear picture.
Thirdly, we look at the winning cusp of the opponent of UPA. It is the 12th cusp (that is 6th of the 7th house).
The 12th cusp sublord is Venus. Venus is in 7th house retrograde. Venus is in star of retrograde Saturn and
Jupiter sub. Saturn is in 12th house, owner of 5th and 6th. Jupiter is 5th. The opponent is slightly better off to
win against UPA.
Lastly, we look at the winning cusp of the opponent. That is 11th of 7th – the 5th cusp. Here the 5th cusp
sublord is Jupiter. Jupiter is posited in the 5th house. Jupiter is in star of Mars and sub of Mars. Mars is in 5th
house. There appeared to be an indication that UPA is not well positioned to get absolute majority because
Saturn aspects this Mars from 12th house.
It was not satisfying with the way how the Prashna chart was indicating the results. No clear indications
were emerging. As a result of this another Prashna was undertaken based on Time of analysis on 25th March
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2009 at 4:15 pm (IST) in Bhubaneswar with Geocentric Latitude correction and KP Old Ayanamsa. The
following are the time chart, planetary and cuspal details.

At the time of Prashna, Moon was in the 7th house, occupying the star of Jupiter and Jupiter was in 6th. This
was clear indication that our urge was genuine and the time was ripe to seek an analysis. We applied the
same rules in the time chart also. The 6th cusp sublord is Mercury. Mercury is signifying houses 2, 11 and 7.
It is in star of Saturn, which owns houses 6 and 7 and is posited in 1st house. Mercury’s sublord, Saturn,
supports this. The 11th cusp sublord is Moon. Moon was in the 7th house occupying the star of Jupiter and
sub of Ketu. Jupiter is posited in 6th and Ketu in 11th.
A look at the opponent’s cusps gives us a clearer picture. The 12th cusp sublord is Mercury. Since Mercury
is favorable for UPA, as explained in the earlier paragraph, it is detrimental for UPA’s opponents. 5th cusp
sublord is Rahu, approaching the 6th cusp. Rahu in Moon star actually shows that UPA is well positioned in
this election.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that one of the senior astrologers of Northern India discovered a new KP rule
for elections. According to his rule, we found in the time chart that 10th cusp sublord was Saturn. Saturn was
connected with houses 3rd (courage to forge ahead, alliances and coalitions), 10th (political success, power,
prestige and control) and 6th (win against opposition). Saturn was in Venus star and Saturn sub. Venus was
connected with houses 1st, 6th, 10th and 3rd fully signifying UPA’s win, supported by Saturn as the sublord’s
sublord.
Therefore, UPA, headed by the Congress Party, will come back to power after 2009 general elections.
But UPA will not be in its old form with old allies after 2009 elections in the Center. Due to involvement of
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Rahu, Ketu and Saturn at important cuspal points, many of its old allies will break ties, back stab and old
enemies will become new friends. Congress will find that there is an equal and formidable ally and will join
hands with it after much backroom deals and backstabbing other parties. Congress will come back to power
by a lot of power sharing. Though it is UPA again, it is not going to be the same old UPA.
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